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Abstract
For wood to be used to its full potential as an engineering material, it
is necessary to quantify links between its cell geometry and the properties
it exhibits at bulk scale. Doing so will make it possible to predict timber
properties crucial to engineering, such as mechanical strength and stiff-
ness, and the resistance to fluid flow, and to inform strategies to improve
those properties as required, as well as to measure the effects of interven-
tions such as genetic manipulation and chemical modification. Strength,
stiffness and permeability of timber all derive from the geometry of its
cells, and yet current practice is to predict them based on properties, such
as bulk density, that do not directly describe the cell structure. This work
explores links between micro-computed tomography data for structural-
size pieces of wood, which show the variation of porosity across the wood’s
ring structure, and high-resolution tomography showing the geometry of
the cells, from which we measure cell length, lumen area, porosity, cell
wall thickness and the number density of cells. High-resolution scans,
while informative, are time-consuming and expensive to run on a large
number of samples at the scale of building components. By scanning the
same volume of timber at both low and high resolutions (high-resolution
scans over a near-continuous volume of timber of approximately 20mm3
at 15µm3 per voxel), we are able to demonstrate correlations between the
measurements at the two different resolutions, reveal the physical basis for
these correlations, and demonstrate that the data from the low-resolution
scan can be used to estimate the variation in (small-scale) cell geometry
throughout a structural-size piece of wood.
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1 Background and Summary
The internal structure of a softwood like Sitka spruce makes it effective both
as a conduit for fluid transport and as a structural material: multifunctional
tracheid cells with high aspect ratio make up over 90% of the volume of the
wood, and provide a flow path through their lumina, and structural support
through a thickened secondary cell wall. Groups of ray cells allow fluid flow in
the radial direction and resin ducts form in spaces between cells. All these cells
contribute to the structural and flow performance of the wood. The scale of
both the lumina and the cell walls varies depending on the stage of the growing
season at which a particular portion of the wood was laid down. Wood laid
down early in the growing season, so called ‘earlywood’, contains larger lumina
and thinner cell walls than that of ‘latewood’ and as such is expected to exhibit
different structural and fluid transport properties [Siau, 1984].
The empty lumina in dry wood make it a lightweight and efficient structural
material, with a strength-to-weight ratio along the axis of the trunk comparable
to that of steel [Ramage et al., 2017]. In the use of wood for engineering, the flow
paths, as well as the structural resistance, are important: wood can be impreg-
nated with fluid treatments for preservation, or to enhance its performance. Few
treatment processes achieve any substantial degree of impregnation, however,
with most wood treatment occurring at or near surface. Accurate modelling of
flow is required to design treatment processes, which in turn requires a thorough
understanding of cell geometry.
Measurement of cell geometry can also improve understanding of the load-
resistance of wood [Bjurhager, 2008, Gibson, 2012]. Gibson [2012] describes
how plants achieve a wide range of mechanical properties by alterations to this
geometry as well as changes to the composition of the cell wall. Qing and
Mishnaevsky [2010] present a series of numerical models extending from the
arrangement of cellulose in the cell wall through the shape of tracheid cells to
the ring structure in a softwood. Malek and Gibson [2017] present numerical
models which also incorporate the effect of other cell types to bring out the
nonlinear relationship between density and elastic modulus in balsa wood. Such
research enables the development of relationships between cell geometry and
bulk structural properties of timber [Mishnaevsky and Qing, 2008, Hofstetter
and Gamstedt, 2009, de Borst et al., 2012, De Borst and Bader, 2014, Malek
and Gibson, 2017]. This well-developed field of research shows the promise
that, if the geometry of cells can be accurately measured, then, in conjunction
with information about the molecular architecture of the cell wall, the strength
and stiffness of wood can be predicted. Microtomography of timber at the
structural scale cannot currently measure cell geometry directly, but using a
suitable relationship between larger-scale microtomography and cell geometry,
a prediction of bulk structural properties could be possible. The present study
proposes such a relationship, and demonstrates how it can be applied to Sitka
spruce softwood.
A multi-scale understanding of the geometry of wood can enable the devel-
opment of new wood products which make the best use of the natural structure
of the material, and could also improve the process of timber grading. Grading
structural timber requires properties that can be measured quickly and without
damage, the indicating properties, which correlate well with the strength and
stiffness properties of the timber [Ridley-Ellis et al., 2016], some of which can
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not be measured without damaging the material. The present process of grad-
ing structural timber uses properties such as bulk density and bending stiffness
as indicating parameters, but cell geometry would seem a promising candidate,
since it represents a more fundamental property of the wood, and in-situ loading
with microtomography has enabled observation of behaviour of the cells respon-
sible for structural failure of wood [Zauner et al., 2012, Baensch et al., 2015]. A
commercial system now exists for X-ray CT scanning of logs prior to sawmilling
[Ridley-Ellis et al., 2016], which suggests that its large-scale implementation in
grading could be economically feasible.
In order to realize the potential for accurate prediction of the properties
of structural timber based on measurements correlated with cell geometry, it
is necessary to make a link between measurements made at the bulk scale on
structural-size pieces of timber, and those that can distinguish and measure
individual cells. This study uses X-ray micro-computed tomography (µCT) to
construct an image of the internal structure of Sitka spruce, Picea sitchensis, at
those two scales.
Previous studies using CT scanning of plant material can be divided into
those concerned with the cell structure of the material, and those concerned with
larger features. Studies of larger features investigate knots and splits in sawn
timber [Schad et al., 1996], adhesive joints in glued-laminated timber [Sterley
et al., 2013], and fluid content [Fromm et al., 2001] or transport of fluid through
wood [Žlahtič et al., 2017]. These studies use spatial resolutions in the range
of 100 to 400µm and, therefore, only show the variation in density across the
growth rings in a softwood, but do not distinguish cell walls.
Microtomography of the cellular structure, on the other hand, has been
used to measure the penetration of adhesive or other fluids [Sterley et al., 2013,
Sedighi Moghaddam et al., 2017], the mechanisms in the cells which control the
movement of fluid [Derome et al., 2009, Bouche et al., 2016] and the response
of the individual cells to applied load [Zauner et al., 2016]. Since hardwood has
vessels, which have a relatively large cross-sectional area, they were the first
to be distinguished as X-ray microtomography developed. Steppe et al. [2004]
measure vessel geometry in hardwoods by an image segmentation technique,
with results verified by inspection and direct measurement from the images.
Image segmentation was later applied to the more densely-packed tracheid cells
in softwood [Mayo et al., 2010] and the fibre, ray and vessel cells in hardwood
[Sedighi Moghaddam et al., 2017]. Sedighi Moghaddam et al. [2017] distinguish
cell types by their geometry, and determine the distribution of cell wall thickness
and porosity for each cell type in each specimen and Mayo et al. [2010] measure
porosity and orientation of cells in earlywood and latewood. They do not mea-
sure the length of the cells, which requires scans with both sufficient resolution
to distinguish the cell walls, and sufficient length along the longitudinal axis of
the cells to see their full extent. This is a challenge for cells which can have an
aspect ratio of 100 or more.
Cell length and diameter in softwood and hardwood has been widely re-
ported before. One way of generating these data is the time-consuming process
of manually measuring cells from physically and chemically macerated wood
under a light microscope [Fujiwara and Yang, 2000]. Alternatively, optical fi-
bre analysers are used, which allow a rapid and automated analysis of samples,
and this technique has been used to build up a picture of fibre geometry across
different species [Li et al., 2011, Mvolo et al., 2015] and throughout a complete
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tree [Yemele et al., 2015]. These studies show that cell length varies from the
centre of the tree, increasing through the juvenile wood and becoming relatively
constant in mature wood. Fibre analysers operate on wood pulp, thus losing
the structure and arrangement of the material before measurement [Li et al.,
2011]. µCT scanning offers the opportunity to rapidly measure the geometry of
hundreds of cells throughout a volume of intact wood.
In this study, three-dimensional scans are used to enable characterisation of
cell morphometry throughout a series of volumes covering a complete growth
ring, and several complete cell lengths. These scans were carried out specifically
to estimate the porosity of the wood, the distributions of lumen cross-sectional
area, and the length of the cells in a set of specimens for which fluid impregnation
tests were conducted by Burridge et al. [forthcoming].
Darcy’s law describes fluid flow in porous media by their permeability, the
driving pressure and the viscosity of the fluid. It has been shown to be inaccu-
rate to represent flow in wood by this single permeability parameter [Bramhall,
1971, Banks, 1981]. The field is rather less developed than the structural anal-
ysis of wood, and the progress through multi-scale modelling is less advanced.
Zillig et al. [2006], Mendoza et al. [2012] develop meso-scale models representing
earlywood and latewood, cross grain transport and grain angle. The thesis of
Zillig [2009] moves towards multi-scale modelling, concluding that “in modelling
of liquid transport, the cellular level needs to be taken into account”.
The model by Petty [1970] is based on the physical microstructure of the
wood. The set of models by Burridge et al. [forthcoming] extend that of Petty
[1970] by incorporating capillary action and a statistical representation of the
parameters of the cell geometry of the wood, including lumen area and cell
length, and their variation through the ring structure. The methods in the
present study provide those geometrical parameters, and their statistical distri-
butions at locations across the ring structure of the wood.
Although our specimens were small (10mm by 10mm by 70mm in the lon-
gitudinal direction of the cells) compared to wood sections used in structural
applications, they contained more than one growth ring, and thus captured a
large variation in cell geometry. As with structural-size timber, a scan with suf-
ficient resolution to show the cellular structure across the whole specimen was
not feasible either in terms of scan time or data storage capacity. For example,
the sub-specimen used for cell length measurement had a file size of 12GB when
reconstructed with 8-bit resolution, and had a scan time of approximately 20
hours, and its volume was three orders of magnitude smaller than the complete
specimen. We, therefore, first carried out scans with a low resolution, covering
the entirety of each specimen, and then cut up those specimens to allow addi-
tional high-resolution scans to provide data for the geometry of the cells. We
then examined the relationship between data gathered from low-resolution scans
and the measured cell geometry from our high-resolution scans, correlating the
two to allow an estimation of the variation of cellular geometry across the whole
specimen. As a result, this analysis provides measurements of tracheid geometry
throughout the ring structure of a softwood.
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2 Materials and Methods
The wood used in this study was kiln-dried Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) sup-
plied by BSW Timber Ltd (Newbridge, Wales). Its moisture content was mea-
sured by the oven-dry method to be approximately 12%. Three specimens,
10mm by 10mm by 70mm in the longitudinal direction, were CT-scanned at
low resolution over their entire volumes. The three-dimensional image of the
specimen is made up of cubic voxels (three-dimensional pixels), which for this
scan had a side length of 52.73µm. The output of the scan is the X-ray at-
tenuation coefficient for each voxel, which is proportional to the mean density
of material in that volume. Each specimen was weighed and its dimensions
measured before scanning, so that its weight and dimensions could be used to
calibrate the correlation between their measured X-ray attenuation coefficient
and CT number. The measured bulk density of each specimen was compared
to the mean attenuation coefficient of its image, and there was sufficient vari-
ation in density between the three specimens to validate this calibration. The
high-resolution scan required a smaller sub-specimen, for which a 15mm length
section along the grain was removed from each specimen. A grid was scored
onto the surface to enable accurate location of the sub-specimens to be cut
from these 15mm lengths. The sub-specimens were approximately 1.5mm by
1.5mm by 15mm along the grain. The sub-specimens were then cut using a razor
blade through the score lines. An image was taken of the scored grid, which was
transferred onto the low-resolution scan, as shown in Figure 1a. High-resolution
scans were then carried out on these sub-specimens, with a voxel of sides ap-
proximately 2µm. Slices from five of the high-resolution scans are shown in
Figure 1b. This process ensured that the position of each high-resolution scan
was known within the volume of the corresponding low-resolution scan. For the
high-resolution scans, the three-dimensional cell geometry could be identified
(such as in Figure 1 panel c) with every voxel assigned either to be part of the
solid cell wall or void space.
2.1 Low-resolution scans of the ring structure
For the low-resolution scan, all three specimens were imaged together to ensure
the most accurate comparison of the linear attenuation coefficient measured by
CT for each specimen. The method is described in S2. The linear attenuation
coefficient could then be converted to a CT number using the measured weight
of each specimen and its dimensions. Since the voxel size for these scans was too
large to identify the cell walls individually, the CT number was used to indicate
the proportion of solid material and void space in each voxel, or alternatively
the porosity. The true porosity in each region was then found using the high-
resolution scans on sub-specimens and correlated with the CT number at low
resolution. The specimens were identified, separated and images of individual
specimens were rotated so that the ring structure was aligned with the pixel
coordinates for ease of processing and analysis. Figure 2a defines the axes used
to describe the orientation of specimens and images in this paper. The radial,
tangential and longitudinal planes are defined as the planes to which the axes
are normal. Across the 10mm by 10mm face of the specimen, the curvature of
the rings was not significant, and the variation in CT number due to the rings
could therefore be considered to occur along the radial direction. As shown in
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Figure 1: Relating specimens and scans across scales, to correlate whole-
specimen scans with the measured cellular geometry. a is a slice from the
low-resolution scan of Specimen 2 (light-greys mark the highest densities), b
shows a line of the high-resolution scans on the sub-specimens taken from that
specimen (since the solid cell walls are black, the highest density appears darker
here) and c shows a three-dimensional rendering of all the voxels identified as
being part of the cell wall in a small volume of material
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Figure 2: a shows the orientation of the radial, tangential and longitudinal
directions in a slice of the trunk. CT scan data at low resolution in b and c
show the variation in CT number across ring structure - dotted lines in d show
the gradients of linear fits to particular regions. The wood was laid down from
right to left by the tree.
Figure 2 panels b and c, with the rings aligned vertically, there is no apparent
systematic variation of CT number in the tangential direction, so the noise can
be dealt with most simply by averaging along this direction, giving a mean
variation of density across the ring structure as shown in Figure 2d.
The variation in CT number across the cross-section is shown in Figure 2d.
The cells at the right hand edge of the image were grown first. Moving from
right to left, the (volumetric) growth rate slows as the tree lays down latewood
cells and the CT number increases to a peak (thin vertical white band). The
growth then stopped over winter, before restarting in spring at a rapid growth
rate as the tree laid down new earlywood cells, with a higher porosity, resulting
in a lower CT number (vertical dark band in Figure 2b). The CT number then
increases gradually towards the next peak, and so on. There is, therefore, a
clear boundary between latewood and earlywood in each ring as illustrated by
the sharp changes from high to low values of CT number shown in Figure 2d,
which we refer to as the ‘winter transition’.
Conversely, as the wood cells are laid down during a given growing season
the change from earlywood to latewood is gradual. Havimo et al. [2008] use
the radial diameter of trachieds to measure this gradual transition between
earlywood and latewood in Norway Spruce. They note that there is a change in
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gradient between the two phases, with a much lower gradient in the earlywood
phase. Figure 2d shows that a change in the gradient of CT number with radial
position is apparent at approximately -525 HU in these specimens, but the
data also shows that there is still a marked gradient throughout the earlywood.
From all of our low-resolution scan data, the mid-point between the extremes of
CT number is at approximately -525 HU. Throughout, we define the threshold
between earlywood and latewood to occur at a CT number of -525 HU.
2.2 High-resolution scans of the cellular geometry
The µCT method is described in S2. A total of seven sub-specimens were
scanned. An image segmentation process was used on the three-dimensional
µCT images, to identify each of the tracheid cells, and to assign each voxel
either to a cell lumen, or to the cell wall. The segmentation is based on a three-
dimensional watershed transform of the image stack produced by µCT (also
applied to plant cells by Willis et al. [2016]). The segmented image was then used
to measure the dimensions of each cell lumen. The analysis comprised a 6.4mm-
long scan crossing the winter transition between earlywood and latewood, which
showed a number of complete cells sufficient for the statistical distribution of
their length to be ascertained and compared between earlywood and latewood.
In addition, a series of six 2mm-long scans at varied radial locations and from
different specimens enabled the variation of the small-scale geometry across the
ring structure to be determined.
2.3 Morphometry analysis
The steps of the image processing are shown in Figure 3. These two-dimensional
images show the tangential plane, as defined in Figure 2a, and illustrate the
three-dimensional segmentation process. The detailed process of producing a
binary image of solid cell wall material and void space, applying a Euclidian
distance transform and then carrying out watershed segmentation is described
in S1.
For each high-resolution scan, the distribution of each measured parameter
could then be assessed. The mean cross-sectional area of the cell was estimated
by dividing its volume (measured as the number of voxels assigned to that cell)
by its length (the distance between the furthest spaced voxels). The aspect
ratio is estimated as L/
√
A, where A is the cross-sectional area of the lumen
and L is the length. A representative cross-sectional area for each cell lumen
was calculated by dividing the volume of the lumen by its length. This gave an
advantage over two-dimensional methods which take a set of measurements at
a plane, and thus measure some cell lumina at their tapered ends. Some ‘cells’
identified by segmentation were radial cells or artefacts of the analysis, and so
the aspect ratio was used to separate out the slender, longitudinal tracheid cells
which provide the main structural function and flow paths in the material. Cells
with an aspect ratio less than 10 were removed before analysis.
The width of the cell wall can be estimated from the porosity and the number
density of cells in the cross-section, by assuming a cell shape. Two possible
assumed cell shapes, a regular hexagon and a square, are shown in Figure 4.
These represent two extremes of geometry used for micromechanical modelling
of cells [Mishnaevsky and Qing, 2008]. The combined area of the lumen and the
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Figure 3: The main steps of the segmentation process: a shows the raw greyscale
image data from the CT scan; b is the binarised image in which cell wall material
is distinguished from pore space; c is the Euclidian distance transform of the
binary image, used for segmentation; and d is the segmented image, with cell
lumina assigned a random colour
cell wall Ac is given by the inverse of the number density of cells in cells per
mm2. The area of the cell wall Aw is then given by Aw = (1 − p)A, where p
is the porosity. The geometry of the cell for either assumed shape provides an
equation for the cell wall thickness w,
wh =
√
2A√
3
(1−√p) and ws =
√
A (1−√p) , (1)
where the subscripts h and and s correspond to the hexagonal or square shape,
respectively. The wall thicknesses calculated for the two geometries differ by
less than 8%.
3 Results and Discussion
Figure 5a shows the a cross-section of the µCT image either side of the winter
transition, and the corresponding segmented image for each is shown in Figure
5b, with each cell assigned a random colour. Figure 5c shows the segmentation
result from the scan covering the longest length along the cell axis. The upper
image of Figure 5c, shows the tangential plane, in which each cell is aligned with
the ones either side of it, since they are produced from the same parent cell in
the cambium of the tree as it increases in diameter. In the lower image, a section
at 90◦ to the one above it showing the radial plane, the cells overlap and are
randomly arranged. This is characteristic of Sitka spruce, since the parent cells
are arranged with overlap. Species with this feature are described as having a
nonstoried cambium. This illustrates one of the benefits of this method over
analysis based on two-dimensional images. As noted by Sarén et al. [2001],
for a nonstoried cambium, the random arrangement of cells in the radial plane
9
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Figure 4: Simplified cell geometry assuming either a regular hexagonal cell or a
square, showing the lumen and cell wall area assigned to a particular cell.
means that any two-dimensional section of the wood in the longitudinal plane
will generally include cells cut through near their narrow tip, and this will give
an underestimate of the cross-sectional area of that cell. By considering the
entire volume of each cell, we measure a representative cross-sectional area over
its whole length, and thus avoid this problem.
Once the cells were identified in the high-resolution scans, and their position
in the low-resolution scan was known, it was possible to examine the relationship
between position in the ring structure and cell morphometry. Figure 6 shows the
histograms of lumen cross-sectional area for five neighbouring regions of wood,
together spanning an entire growth ring, from the first earlywood at 1 to the
latewood (up to the winter transition) at 5. The histograms show a systematic
decrease in the mean area from 1 to 5. This is consistent with the low-resolution
data in Figure 2d which showed no plateau of CT number in the ring structure
to suggest a homogeneous region of either earlywood or latewood. However,
panels 1 to 3 in Figure 6 show that the variation in mean area of cell lumen
across the earlywood part of the ring is small compared with the variability in
each histogram. Expressing these three volumes as a single phase of wood could
be reasonable in certain applications. In panels 4 and 5, a contrast is evident
moving into the latewood region, with a substantial reduction in the mean area
of lumina, and in the variance of area.
The distributions of cell dimensions were then linked to the value of the
CT number measured at the same point in the specimen in the low-resolution
scans. Having measured the total volume associated with lumina within our
high-resolution scans we could calculate the porosity of any given region. Figure
7b shows the variation of measured porosity with CT number. Each datum
represents the mean of one complete high-resolution scan. Assuming that the
material density of solid cell wall does not vary (for example with porosity), a
linear relationship between CT number and porosity is expected. The data show
reasonable agreement with a linear relationship (Figure 7b) and so we regard
this assumption to be valid. The least-squares fitted linear relationship in Figure
7b has a CT number of 712 HU for a porosity of zero, equivalent to a bulk
density of 1712kg/m3. The oven dry density of the solid cell wall in softwood is
10
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Figure 5: Segmented images: a the original CT scan data for the earlywood
(top) and latewood (bottom) side of the winter transition; b the corresponding
segmented images, with cells identified with a random colour; and c a longitu-
dinal view showing the full length of the cells in latewood for a tangential (top)
and radial (bottom) section. R indicates the radial direction, T the tangential
and L the longitudinal.
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Figure 6: Histograms of lumen cross-sectional area from high-resolution scan on
sub-specimens 1 to 5 from specimen 2, shown in Figure 1 a - only the latewood
part of 5, before the winter transition, is included.
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approximately 1500kg/m3 [Moore, 2011], and increases with moisture content
[Zauer et al., 2013]. The moisture content of these specimens, at 12%, would not
result in a 12% increase in cell wall density, because of swelling of the cell wall,
but the intercept for zero porosity is likely to be within 10% of the expected
value.
The greyscale images were converted to binary cell wall – void space using
a threshold filter based on the average intensity in the region. This means
that in regions with high cell wall content, and therefore high intensity, the
binary threshold is raised slightly, leading to a tendency to increase the measured
porosity. This would tend to change the gradient of the fitted relationship, and
result in a higher value of the intercept for zero porosity. The observation that
the fitted curve has an intercept for zero porosity close to the expected cell wall
density gives some confidence that any artificial increase in porosity in areas of
high cell wall content is not severe.
The total void space in a given cross-section may also be calculated by mul-
tiplying the mean (cross-sectional) area of cell lumina (for example in mm2) by
the number density of cells (for example in mm−2). This procedure, carried out
over a representative sample of cross-sections, provides a method for estimating
the porosity. Thus, if the relationships between both the area of cell lumina
and CT number, and the number density of these cells and CT number, can be
approximated by power laws, then the exponents of the two power laws must
sum to unity; i.e. the product of the two relationships must be linear (Figure
7b).
The number density of cells within the specimens is approximately 500mm−2
in the most porous wood and increases to approximately 1000mm−2 in the least
porous and so the exponent in the power law relating these must be greater than
zero. Our data for the mean area of the cell lumena and the number density of
cells (Figures 7a and 7c, respectively) are not sufficient to determine the precise
exponent of the power laws. Arbitrarily setting the exponent in both power
laws to 0.5 provides a reasonable fit to both data sets — see the green curves in
Figures 7a and 7c— reassuringly, this highlights that our analysis yields results
which are not inconsistent with physical constraints. Furthermore, we note that
the product of these two power-laws yields a linear fit between the porosity and
CT number which is approximately 10% lower than the results plotted in Figure
7b; this difference is to be expected, since we deliberately included only tracheid
cells in our analysis of the high-resolution scan data and thereby excluded the
pore space associated with, for example, ray cells. Within Figure 7a we plot
the best fits for power laws with exponents of 0.5 and 1.0 (i.e. linear). The
difference between these two fits (with distinctly different exponents) over the
range of values of interest is always less than 5%. For simplicity, we therefore
adopt a linear fit to map CT number in the low-resolution scans to a prediction
of lumina area.
In contrast to the relationship between CT number and porosity, there is
not a unique physical relationship between cell lumina area and CT number:
the same CT number could result from either a low number density of large
lumina with thick cell walls or a high number density of smaller lumina with
thin cell walls. The fact that lumina cross-sectional area and CT number are well
correlated (Figure 7a) suggests that other fixed patterns in the cellular structure
exist, e.g. the cell wall thickness and number density of cells also vary with the
porosity (and hence CT number). We hypothesize that the relationships are,
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Figure 7: Measured cell geometry: a to d show the relationship between CT
number in the low-resolutions scans (measured at the relevant location) and
the measured cell properties from the high-resolution scans of each of the sub-
specimens. Two specimens were split either side of the winter transition, giving
nine points.
in fact, unique within a species or within a species grown in a certain location,
and the data we have collected so far support that hypothesis, since the area of
cell lumina is proportional to CT number, even within different specimens. A
full characterisation of the pattern of geometry in the wood requires accurate
measurements of those parameters.
The estimates of cell wall thickness calculated using the two methods detailed
in Equation (1) are plotted in Figure 7d, the difference due to the choice of
method is of the same order as the variations between sub-specimens of similar
porosity/CT number. The data for wall thickness showed too much scatter to
justify fitting and mapping onto the low-resolution scans, but they are plotted
in Figure 7d to show that such a mapping would be possible given more reliable
data on the number density of cells. We assert that a segmentation process
which also identifies radial cells could enable this.
The approximate linear relationships determined from the data of the high-
resolution scans (Figures 7a and 7b) were used to map the data from the low-
resolution scans onto estimates of both the porosity and lumen areas. In so
doing we were able to provide estimates of the small-scale properties, i.e. lumen
areas, for the complete specimens — the data from which is presented in Table
1.
Figure 8 shows that the tracheid length does not vary across the winter
transition between earlywood and latewood: the mean length is 2.46mm for
earlywood, with a coefficient of variation of 0.24, and 2.50mm for latewood, with
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Proportion Porosity Lumen Area
µm2
Specimen 1 Entire specimen — 0.73 (0.09) 787 (0.30)
Earlywood α = 0.83 0.75 (0.06) 867 (0.20)
Latewood 1− α = 0.17 0.63 (0.05) 415 (0.27)
Specimen 2 Entire specimen — 0.75 (0.08) 869 (0.26)
Earlywood α = 0.88 0.76 (0.05) 930 (0.17)
Latewood 1− α = 0.12 0.63 (0.04) 417 (0.21)
Specimen 3 Entire specimen — 0.75 (0.07) 873 (0.24)
Earlywood α = 0.89 0.76 (0.05) 923 (0.16)
Latewood 1− α = 0.11 0.63 (0.03) 436 (0.17)
Table 1: Parameters from measured cell geometry mapped onto complete spec-
imens, as mean values with coefficient of variation in brackets where applicable.
Areas identified as latewood are shown in white in the right hand image of each
specimen.
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Figure 9: Histogram combining the (7,610) lumen areas plotted within figure
6 which span one entire growth ring. The best-fit log-normal distribution is
marked by the green dashed curve. The distribution obtained by classifying the
data into earlywood and latewood phases, fitting each phase to a log-normal
distribution, and summing these fits produces the distribution marked by the
red solid curve.
a coefficient of variation of 0.22. These parameters are taken to be representative
for these specimens, and fit within the range for mature wood of 2.1mm to
3.1mm reported by Brazier [1967] for UK-grown Sitka spruce.
The variation in CT number across the specimen does not show a bound-
ary between two separate homogeneous phases of less porous ‘latewood’ and
‘earlywood’ in these specimens, but a change in gradient is apparent which can
be used to distinguish between the two. For some applications, it may not be
necessary to distinguish between phases of wood, since a CT scan can give a
CT number at every point throughout its volume, which may be mapped onto
a variation in other properties, such as lumen area and porosity.
For many applications, the distinction between phases is important [Bur-
ridge et al., forthcoming]. Application to flow modelling, for example, requires
a distinction between earlywood and latewood, since information taken from
literature on the number, geometry and probability of aspiration of bordered
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pits is specific to earlywood and latewood phases [Phillips, 1933, Liese and
Bauch, 1967, Ahmed et al., 2013]. Moreover, for both flow modelling and micro-
mechanical models, even in the absence of the need to consider two distinct
phases, it may be necessary to accurately represent the statistical distribution
of the micro-structure geometry (e.g. cell wall thickness, lumen area), which
often proves challenging.
The histogram of the measurements of lumen area across the ring structure
from Figure 6 (specimen 2, sub-specimens 1–5) is plotted in Figure 9. Since the
areas must follow a single-sided distribution (i.e. take strictly positive values)
one might expect to represent the data using, for example, a lognormal distribu-
tion (which is relatively common in nature and can be expected under either the
central-limit theorem or maximum entropy arguments [Lyon, 2013]). However,
the fit of the data to a single lognormal distribution is poor. On the other hand,
fitting separate lognormal distributions, X, to the lumen areas to each of the
earlywood, Xe, and latewood, Xl, data provides a simple means of achieving a
good fit to the data. Figure 9 shows the fit achieved taking the volume weighted
average of the two lognormal distributions according to: n[αXe + (1 − α)Xl],
where n is the number of cells sampled; values for the means and variances of
the lognormal distributions, and the value of α (the proportion of earlywood),
are all taken from the data of specimen 2, sub-specimens 1–5.
For each specimen, every voxel can be assigned a porosity and a distribution
of lumen cross-sectional area, mapped according to the relationships shown in
Figure 7. The resulting parameters for earlywood and latewood in each specimen
are shown in Table 1. As expected these measurements, taken across an entire
specimen, do not show such a stark distinction between earlywood and latewood
as would be expected for the material immediately to each side of the winter
transition, as shown in Figure 5. This is because these parameters are the mean
for each phase when all of the ring structure is classified as either earlywood or
latewood and there is substantial variation in each phase.
The extremes of porosity across the ring structure are better seen in Figure
7. At approximately 0.58 and 0.81, they correspond to CT numbers of -740
HU and -401 HU, and bulk densities of 260kg/m3 and 599kg/m3, which fit
well within the range of values measured for UK-grown Sitka spruce by Brazier
[1967].
4 Conclusions
We have measured the variation in CT number across the ring structure of soft-
wood specimens using low-resolution scans, and determined the size and shape
of softwood tracheids at high resolution, by X-ray micro-computed tomogra-
phy and image processing. The subsequent data was used to show the extent
to which the CT number measured across the ring structure for low-resolution
imaging can be correlated to the geometry of the cellular structure that makes
up the wood. Using the correlation between CT number and both porosity and
cell cross-sectional area, shown in Figure 7, it has been possible to map the
measured CT number throughout specimens with complete growth rings onto
corresponding values of cross-sectional area and porosity. The correlation be-
tween CT number and cell cross-sectional area is not determined by any physical
constraint: it appears to be a pattern of growth in the wood. Further research
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is required to identify the bounds within which this correlation holds: it may
be true for all trees of a particular species, or all those grown in a particular
climate.
It is intended that this mapping from the cell structure to measurements
which could be made at the scale of structural timber, provides a step towards
linking the bulk engineering properties of timber to its fundamental underlying
structure. Ultimately this would lead to better multi-scale modelling of wood,
more rigorous grading of structural timber and more effective design of processes
which involve fluid flow through wood, such as impregnation and drying.
We have discussed the merit of describing this wood in terms of earlywood
and latewood phases. There is a gradual transition of CT number across an
annual ring, and this is reflected in a gradual transition of cell lumen area across
the five sub-specimens studied across the ring structure, as shown in Figure 6.
However, the distribution of lumen areas across the ring as a whole is shown in
Figure 9 to be well represented by the sum of two lognormal distributions, and
this insight may be useful in wood modelling in various fields.
Our finding that there is no significant variation in cell length within the
ring structure, shown in Figure 8, is reasonable given that the cells are laid
down sequentially by the same initial cells, and this has been shown in previous
studies. The present study shows that µCT can provide this data for volumes of
intact wood incorporating several hundred cells. This information is crucial in
the modelling of fluid transport in wood, since good estimates of the cell lengths
and their statistical distribution in different parts of the wood enable a more
accurate estimate for the number of bordered pits between cells (which provide
the greatest restriction to fluid flow) that fluid must pass through along a given
flow path.
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S1 Segmentation process
The segmentation process was carried out on high-resolution scans, with
a voxel size ranging from 1.04 to 2.49µm. The scans covered a volume ap-
proximately 1mm × 1mm × 2mm, with the exception of a multi-scan batch
reconstruction approximately 6.4mm long allowing analysis of cell length.
Two of the scans were carried out at the interface of earlywood and latewood,
and these were split into earlywood and latewood sections. This was necessary
because a different depth limit was used for earlywood and latewood in the
H-minima transform during segmentation.
The three-dimensional image was then converted to a binary image using
Matlab’s imbinarize() function with the adaptive setting, which compares the
greyscale level (proportional to CT number) of each voxel to the mean greyscale
level in a neighbourhood around that voxel. If the level in that voxel is more
than half the mean, then it is marked as binary one, else it is binary zero. The
only user-selected parameter in this process is therefore the size of the region
chosen to include several complete cells, for which we used a side length of 101
voxels. The calculated porosity is relatively insensitive to this choice: taking,
for example, specimen 2 sub-specimen 1 we determine the porosity to be 0.745,
alternatively using a region of side length of 51 voxels gives a porosity of 0.753
and taking a side length of 151 voxels gives a porosity of 0.744.
The binary image then contained predominantly cell walls marked as binary
one, with binary zero in the void space. Small groups of pixels in the void space
were incorrectly identified as being part of the cell wall. Since all the cell walls
form a single continuous group of voxels, the noise may be reduced by setting
to zero all voxels not part of a large group. Connectivity was defined using a
6-connected neighbourhood: that is, two voxels are considered to be connected
if one is in one of the six locations immediately adjacent to the other in three
dimensions. This was done using Matlab’s bwareaopen() function.
A Euclidian distance transform was then applied, creating a greyscale image
where the grey level indicates the distance to the nearest voxel with binary one.
The watershed segmentation was used on this image, identifying catchments
for each local minimum greyscale level in the image, but before doing so, three
processes were carried out on the image to mitigate against oversegmentation:
• An asymmetrical averaging filter was applied to allow for the high aspect
ratio of the cells, and surpress multiple minima along their length: a filter
with aspect ratio 10:1:1 is applied with the long direction along the length
of the cells.
• Minima which were not sufficiently distinct from the voxels around them
were surpressed using an H-minima transform through Matlab’s imhmin()
function.
• The cell walls were superimposed on the image with a value of infinity, to
ensure they did not form part of any region.
The watershed transform could then be carried out using Matlab’s water-
shed() function. Figure 5 shows each cell marked with a random colour to
illustrate the segmentation. The segmented image was inspected for over- or
under- segmentation, and the parameter for imhmin() was altered accordingly.
1
If the image was oversegmented, then the parameter was increased to surpress
more local minima, and vice versa. Values of 1.5 for latewood and 3 for early-
wood were generally found to give accurate segmentation, with the lower value
for latewood reflecting the smaller cell cross-sections, and therefore the smaller
Euclidian distance values.
2
S2 Micro-computed Tomography
The low-resolution scans were carried out using a lab-based Nikon XT H225
microfocus X-ray microtomography system, with a 1.3 Megapixel Varian PaxS-
can 2520 amorphous silicon flat panel digital X-ray imager, in reflection mode
with a molybdenum target. An X-ray tube voltage of 40 kV, and a tube cur-
rent of 285 µA were used, with an exposure of 500 ms, and a total of 1080
projections, with a voxel (3-D pixel) size of 52.73 µm. The tomograms were
reconstructed from 2-D projections using a Nikon commercial software package
(CTPro version 3.0, Nikon Metrology), a cone-beam reconstruction algorithm
based on filtered back-projection. The commercial software VGStudio Max 2.1.5
was used to view the reconstructed data and produce 2-D grey scale slices.
The smaller sub-specimens were investigated at higher resolution using a
lab-based Zeiss Xradia 520 (Carl Zeiss XRM, Pleasanton, CA, USA) X-ray
Microscope, using a CCD detector system with scintillator-coupled visible light
optics, and tungsten transmission target. For Specimen 2, sub-specimens 1-6,
an X-ray tube voltage of 50 kV, and a tube current of 80 µA were used, with an
exposure of 2000 ms, and a total of 3060 projections. An objective lens giving
an optical magnification of 4 was selected with binning set to 2, producing an
isotropic voxel (3-D pixel) sizes in the range 2.2906 µm to 2.2945 µm . The
tomograms were reconstructed from 2-D projections using a Zeiss commercial
software package (XMReconstructor, Carl Zeiss), a cone-beam reconstruction
algorithm based on filtered back-projection. XMReconstructor was also used
to produce 2-D grey scale slices for subsequent analysis. One sub-specimen
from Specimen 1 was imaged along a 6.4mm length at high resolution, using an
overlap-scan and stitching procedure including seven individual scans, with 15%
overlap between each scan. The scan parameters were the same as the above
Versa scans, but with a different source-sample-detector distance, resulting in a
voxel size of 1.0487 µm.
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